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Abstract
Pie charts are often used to communicate risk, such as the risk of driving. In the foreground-background salience
effect (FBSE), foreground (probability of bad event) has greater salience than background (no bad event) in such a chart.
Experiment 1 confirmed that the displays format of pie charts showed a typical FBSE. Experiment 2 showed that the
FBSE resulted from a difference in cognitive efforts in processing the messages and that a foreground-emphasizing display
was easier to process. Experiment 3 manipulated subjects’ information processing mindset and explored the interaction
between displays format and information processing mindset. In the default mindset, careless subjects displayed a typical
FBSE, while those who were instructed to be careful reported similar risk-avoidant behavior preference reading both
charts. Suggestions for improving risk communication are discussed.
Keywords: foreground-background salience effect, information processing, traffic risk.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Different graphic formats used in Stone et al.
(2003).

Personal risk perception is sometimes a prerequisite for
behavior change (Schwarzer, 2001) and a catalyst of prevention behavior (Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, & Rogers, 2000;
Milne, Sheeran, & Orbell, 2000; Sheeran, Harris, & Epton, in press). Thus it is useful to understand people’s reactions to risk information. The foreground-background
salience effect (FBSE, Stone, Sieck, Bull, Yates, Parks,
& Rush, 2003) may help to explain how people perceive
risk under various presentation formats and thus to improve low-probability risk communication. The current
study further explored this effect on pie charts. We tried
to find better displays formats for effective risk communication about traffic.
Display formats of risk information vary in communication effects. Graphic format is usually regarded as good
assistance for people to understand risk information (e.g.,
Garcia-Retamero & Galesic, 2010). Gamliel and Kreiner
(2013) found that a visual display served as complementary information for sufficient understanding. Stone et
al. (2003) defined a foreground-background salience effect (FBSE) in risk comparison. Risk communication
messages usually involve two risks (corresponding to two
choices) in the form of ratios, such as x out of y people

A. Foreground-emphasizing format.

B. Both-emphasizing format.

are harmed (x/y). The total amount of people at risk of
harm (y) will be referred as “background”, and the number of people being harmed (x) will be referred as “foreground”. Many graphic formats usually highlight only the
foreground information of the two choices, for example
a decrease of victims from 30 to 15 (out of a population
of 1000). People would likely perceive a more significant risk reduction compared with a numeric format, when
foreground information and background information were
equally represented. In Stone et al. (2003)’s study, when
graphic formats were used to equally present both foreground and background information, graphic formats no
longer increased risk-avoidant behavior. Figure 1 shows
an example of different graphic formats used in Stone et
al. (2003).
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Pie charts are regarded as a common form of risk communication and can be seen in varied public media and
promotion materials. Stone et al. (2003) observed that
the graphical foreground information in the foreground83
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Figure 2: Different pie chart displays.
A. Foreground-emphasizing format

B. Both-emphasizing format

emphasizing condition and the both-emphasizing condition were of the same size for pie charts. And thus the
researchers argued that it is not appropriate to use pie
chart as materials in discussing the FBSE and did not directly test the FBSE in pie charts. However, we argued
that the change of foreground size only contributed partly
to foreground-background salience. The existence of the
background could also affect the relative salience of the
foreground information and the total contrast of the foreground versus background information. As a result, pie
chart could be used to further explore the FBSE. Moreover, a pie chart is a good choice to control the absolute
size of the foreground information and manipulate the relative salience of the foreground versus background information. Figure 2 shows an example of different pie chart
displays.
People’s perceptions and evaluations are easily distorted by the presentation of the information. Burson,
Larrick, and Lynch (2009) reported an effect that the ratio scales used to present the attributes of two options altered people’s subjective perception of the option difference (e.g., 20-point difference in a 100-point scale versus
1-point difference in a 5-point scale) and resulted in preference reversals. Sun, Li, and Bonini (2010) manipulated
the scale in graphs to change the relative distance of the
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options on a particular attribution. They found that such
attribute salience difference in graphical representations
changed people’s evaluation of the options.
Many researchers believe that such perceptual or judgmental biases are mostly due to people’s tendencies to
think in automatic ways (e.g., Hastie & Dawes, 2010).
Because people usually prefer to use shortcuts in making judgments, they would try to extract the gist of the
message they encounter. People usually use simplifying
heuristics in making judgments and decisions concerning
risk (Lloyd, 2001). For example, Sun, Li, Bonini, and
Su (2012) proposed an equate-to-differentiate approach,
along with which people focus on the dimensions indicating greater differences among options and eliminate the
dimensions with small differences.
With respect to the FBSE in risk comparison, people
would get the essence of the risk information as which
one is higher and the amount of the rough difference between two risks. Foreground-emphasizing graphical format contains less information, and thus requires less cognitive resource to process and reach the conclusion. In this
way, highlighting the foreground information could help
people more easily grasp the gist of the information and
people would accept the risk reduction more readily. As
mentioned before, people usually tend to process the information with automatic thinking, which would easily cause
bias. So the manner in which people process the messages
would be important in shifting the judgment. A “default”
automatic processing of the information would result in
an FBSE. Moreover, when people are instructed to process the information in a careful manner, i.e., with enough
cognitive efforts concerning both displays formats, such
an effect of FBSE would diminished.
Traffic safety is a big problem in modern life (“World
Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims”, 2011)
and traffic risk communication, as a typical lowprobability risk, often seems to fail. Thus we used traffic
risk as the main scenario in the current study. We conducted Experiment 1 to explore the FBSE in pie charts.
In Experiment 2, we compared the information processing
speed of the two displays to reveal the relative salience of
the foreground-background information. In Experiment
3 we manipulated the manner in which subjects process
the information to uncover the marginal condition of the
FBSE.

2 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 asked whether the FBSE exists in pie charts.
Although the absolute sizes of the foreground information in pie charts are identical in both the foregroundemphasizing and the both-emphasizing formats, we predicted that the presence of the background information
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would also affect people’s risk perception, resulting in a
typical FBSE. In Stone et al. (2003)’s study, different types
of graphs were studied with or without labels. To provide consistent evidence, we studied pie charts both with
and without labels. Therefore, we conducted a 2 (displays
format: foreground-emphasizing / both-emphasizing) × 2
(with or without labels on the chart) between-subjects experiment. Risk-avoidant behavior preference was measured as a dependent variable.

Demographic variables.
Subjects’ gender, age,
monthly expense, driving age and road traffic accident experience were recorded.

2.1

Method

2.1.1

Subjects

Subjects were 115 adults (44 males, 70 females, and 1 unknown) recruited in Peking University for cash rewards.
They were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions and gender had been balanced among the groups.
2.1.2

Materials and procedure

We adapted Stone et al. (2003)’s willingness-to-pay
paradigm and adjusted the probability figure according to
the road accident rate in China. Subjects were invited to
the laboratory and completed a questionnaire. They were
told to imagine a scenario of driving a long way to work
every day. Subjects were asked to decide whether or not
to pay some money for a road with less risk. Specifically,
there were two road options and the descriptions were as
follows. “Road A is free but there is a steep slope on the
way. Road B takes a detour and charges 5 RMB per day.
The risks of traffic accidents in previous year are shown
in the following charts [see Figure 2 for an example]. Except for the accident rate the two roads were almost the
same.” After reading the charts, subjects were asked to report risk-avoidant behavior preference. All materials were
presented on paper.
2.1.3

Measurement of variables

Risk-avoidant behavior preference. Subjects were measured on an 11-point question “Which road will you
choose between A and B?” from −5 (Choosing Road A)
to 5(Choosing Road B). Higher score represented subjects’ preference on a safer choice and risk-avoidant behavior. This measurement was different from the previous
willingness-to-pay question, in which subjects were asked
to decide how much to pay for a safer choice using a price
of a less safe option as an anchor. We made such adaptation considering this changed decision mode was closer
to real-life decisions that people choose from two options
offered instead of directly giving their own offer for one
choice.

2.2

Results and discussion

We found no significant correlations between riskavoidant behavior preference and all of the demographic
variables. Therefore, no demographic variable was included as a covariate in the following analysis.
Taking risk-avoidant behavior preference as the dependent variable, displays formats and labels as independent
variables, ANOVA showed a significant main effect of displays formats (F(1, 111) = 4.16, p = .04, η 2 = .04). Subjects in the foreground-emphasizing format reported more
risk-avoidant behavior (M = 4.85, SE = .40) than those in
both-emphasizing format (M = 3.68, SE = .41), indicating
that displays formats affect risk-avoidant behavior preference. This result revealed a typical FBSE and was consistent with our hypothesis. Results were not significant for
label’s main effect, or the formats-label interaction (ps >
.10).
In Experiment 1, we found that regardless of whether labels were on the chart or not, the foreground-emphasizing
format induced more risk-avoidant behavior preference
than the both-emphasizing format. It provided evidence
for the FBSE in pie chart and was consistent to our prediction. This result indicated that, although the absolute
size difference of the foreground information served as a
main account of FBSE found in previous studies, the existence of background information, which influences the relative salience of the foreground information, also resulted
in an FBSE. People usually use automatic thinking in
processing the information and are thus easily influenced
by noise such as the displays formats. A foregroundhighlighting display contains less information and thus requires less cognitive effort to process the information. In
Experiment 2, we investigated this ease of informationprocessing through information processing speed.

3 Experiment 2
Compared with the foreground-emphasizing graphical
format of risk communication messages, the bothemphasizing format contains more elements, needs more
cognitive effort to process, and thus increases the difficulty
of extraction of the gist of the message. The difficulty
might lead to lower processing speed. In Experiment 2
we adapted a cognitive paradigm and predicted that information processing speed would be higher when subjects
are presented with the foreground-emphasizing pie charts
compared with both-emphasizing ones.
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Table 1: Mean log reaction times (s.d. in parentheses) in 6 pairs of risk probabilities in Experiment 2. N=30 for each
group.
Pairs of risk probabilities

Foreground-emphasizing
Both-emphasizing

3.1

Method

3.1.1

Subjects

1.5%, 3.0%

2.0%, 4.0%

2.5%, 5.0%

3.0%, 6.0%

3.5%, 7.0%

4.0%, 8.0%

2.72 (.11)
2.77 (.15)

2.68 (.09)
2.77 (.16)

2.67 (.09)
2.75 (.15)

2.67 (.09)
2.75 (.14)

2.70 (.10)
2.77 (.17)

2.67 (.10)
2.79 (.17)

Subjects were 60 adults (22 males, 36 females, and 2
unknown) recruited in Peking University for cash rewards. They were randomly assigned to one of the
two experiment groups (foreground-emphasizing / bothemphasizing) with gender balanced between the groups.
3.1.2

Materials and procedure

Materials were presented via E-prime 1.0. The formats
were identical to those with labels in Experiment 1. We
designed 6 pairs of risk probabilities to examine consistency of the influence: (a) 1.5%, 3.0%; (b) 2.0%, 4.0%;
(c) 2.5%, 5.0%; (d) 3.0%, 6.0%; (e) 3.5%, 7.0%; (f) 4.0%,
8.0%. For each trial, one pair of risks was displayed on
the screen, either in a foreground-emphasizing format or
a both-emphasizing format. Subjects were instructed to
press buttons as fast as possible to identify a more risky
one from the two pie charts presenting the accident rate
of two roads in the previous year. After practice, they
completed a 12-trial formal task. Each pair of risk probability appeared twice. The sequence of the trails and the
correct sides were counterbalanced across subjects in the
computer program. Reaction times and error rates were
recorded.

η 2 = .11). The subjects presented with the foregroundemphasizing format generally responded more quickly
than those presented with the both-emphasizing format.
The main effect of risk probability reached significance
(F(5, 290) = 3.00, p = .01, η 2 = .05). Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis showed that the only significant differences were
that the log RT of the (1.5%, 3.0%) pair was higher than
that of the (2.5%, 5.0%) pair (p = .01), and that the log RT
of the (1.5%, 3.0%) pair was higher than that of the (3.0%,
6.0%) pair (p = .01). There was no significant interaction
between displays format and risk probability.1
Consistent to the prediction, people displayed lower reaction time when processing the information presented in
the format of foreground-emphasizing graphs compared
with both-emphasizing graphs. The results provided evidence that the former display format contained fewer elements and required less cognitive resource to process.
When people are not careful in processing information,
the different cognitive effort needed to extract the gist of
information between the two displays format can cause the
typical FBSE. However, when people process the information in a precise-processing mode, they would carefully
examine and remember the information instead of simply getting the essence. In such cases, the typical FBSE
caused by a distortion of displays format would diminish.
Experiment 3 is designed to test this hypothesis.

4 Experiment 3
3.2

Results and discussion

All of the subjects responded correctly in all of trials and
thus reaction time was the major dependent variable. We
averaged the two reaction times of each subject for each
pair of risk comparison, resulting in one reaction time for
each pair of risk comparison and 6 reaction times for each
subject. Reaction times were then converted to logs and
the log RTs in 6 pairs of risk probabilities of the two experimental groups were shown in Table 1.
We conduct a repeated measure analysis with risk probability as a within-subject variable and displays format as
a between-subject variable. Results revealed a significant
main effect of displays formats (F(1,58) = 7.43, p = .01,

In Experiment 3, we explicitly manipulated informationprocessing mindset (default vs. precise) and explored the
1 We also used the unconverted reaction times and conduct a repeated
measure analysis, with risk probability as a within-subject variable and
displays format as a between-subject variable. Results revealed that
the results in general were not different from those analyzed with log
RTs. Specifically, we found a significant main effect of displays formats (F(1,58) = 5.31, p = .03, η 2 = .08). The subjects presented with the
foreground-emphasizing format generally responded more quickly than
those presented with the both-emphasizing format. The main effect of
risk probability reached marginal significance (F(5, 290) = 2.23, p = .05,
η 2 = .04). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis showed that the only significant
difference was that the reaction time of the (1.5%, 3.0%) pair was longer
than that of the (3.0%, 6.0%) pair (p = .02). There was no significant
interaction between displays format and risk probability.

Method

4.1.1

Subjects

7

Figure 3: Formats ×processing mindset interaction in Experiment 3.

3

4

5

6

Foreground−emphasizing
Both−emphasizing

Subjects were 82 adults (28 males and 54 females) recruited in Peking University for cash rewards. They were
randomly assigned into 4 groups and gender was balanced
among different groups.

0

1

4.1
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2

interaction between displays formats and mindset. We
predicted that with the default careless manner the subjects
would respond to the message under the pattern of a typical FBSE, which is similar with the result of Experiment
1. However, with precise processing mindset instructions,
such an effect would diminish. Because there was no effect of labels found in Experiment 1, we did not manipulate this variable in Experiment 3. Therefore, a 2 (displays
format: foreground-emphasizing/ both-emphasizing) × 2
(processing mindset: default / precise) between-subjects
experiment was conducted.

Foreground/background salience in risk communication

Risk−avoidant behavior preference
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Default

Precise
Processing mindset

4.1.2

Materials and Procedure

Subjects read the scenario on paper. Identically with Experiment 1, they were asked to read pie charts showing
risk of traffic accidents in two roads and to make a choice
from the two roads. However, instructions were different between the default and precise processing groups.
The precise group was asked to “read the probability carefully and remember the exact size of accident rates in both
roads.” The default group was merely asked to “compare
the accident rates in both roads.” After that, subjects were
measured for risk-avoidant behavior preference, as in Experiment 1. Also, demographic variables were recorded,
including gender, age, monthly expense, driving age and
road traffic accident experience.
At the end of the experiment, subjects were instructed to
answer two questions for a manipulation check of mindset
priming: which road they viewed had a higher risk for
accidents (road comparison), and the risk probabilities of
the two roads (road risk) according to their memory.

4.2

Results and discussion

As for the manipulation check, five of the subjects did not
correctly answer the road comparison question and one did
not answer this question. These six subjects were not included in the following analysis, resulting in a final sample
of 76 subjects. Then we computed the absolute values of
the differences between the road risks displayed and the
road risks the subjects reported. And thus we got two values for each subject’s memory of the road risks, higher
value indicating less accuracy. Two-way ANOVA of the
two values revealed that the subjects in the default processing group had a significantly less accurate memory of

the road risks (road A: F(1,72) = 4.96, p = .03, η 2 = .06;
road B: F(1,58) = 5.20, p = .03, η 2 = .07). These results
indicated a success in the mindset manipulation.
We found no significant correlations between riskavoidant behavior preference and any of the demographic
variables. Therefore, no demographic variable was included as a covariate in the following analysis.
Taking risk-avoidant behavior preference as the dependent variable, two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between displays format and processing mindset
(F(1,72) = 5.55, p = .02, η 2 = .07) (see Figure 3). Simple
effect analysis showed that for the subjects using a default
processing mindset, a typical FBSE occurred. Specifically, those who read the road accident risk message displayed in foreground-emphasizing format reported higher
safe behavior preference (M = 5.53, SD = 3.02) than those
read the message in both-emphasizing format (M = 3.79,
SD = 2.84). The difference was almost significant (F(1,
34) = 3.17, p = .08, η 2 = .09). For the subjects using a precise processing mindset, the difference between two displays format diminished (p = .14).
Results suggested that information processing mindset
moderated the relation between displays formats and risk
perception, which supported our hypothesis. With the default careless processing, subjects were more likely to be
influenced by the presentation format and displayed a typical FBSE. In contrast, with precise processing, the information was more thoroughly processed and the effect of
format diminished. Experiment 3 also offered consistent
evidence for the FBSE with pie chart in the default processing mode.
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5 General discussion

munication methods and the related outcomes and then
choose those methods that would lead to better outcomes.
In the current study, we treat subjects’ self-report of
risk-avoidant behavior preference as an important indicator of real risk-taking or risk-avoidant behavior. However,
recent research indicates that these are affected by a variety of factors, such as arousal, affect, cognitive capacity
and motivation (Roets & Van Hiel, 2011). Another dual
processing theory suggested that risk-taking behavior can
be affected by either affective system or cognitive system
(Figner, Mackinlay, Wilkening, & Weber, 2009). Thus,
the path between a behavior preference, or an on-paper
decision, to real behavior may still be affected by many
factors. This is also proved by biological development evidence (Casey, Getz, & Galvan, 2008; Steinberg, 2008)
and neuroscience studies (Cohen, 2005; Steinberg, 2008).
A meta-analysis study of 47 experiments also showed that
behavioral change intention did not always lead to real behavioral change (Webb & Sheeran, 2006). In our research,
behavior preference is no doubt an important factor that
affects real risk avoidant behavior, but further psychological factors should be included when we are discussing
the effect of traffic risk communication in the real world.
Whether the effect of different process mindset is robust
in predicting real world safe decision needs more clarification.
Another direction will be optimizing the research
method for increased ecological validity. For example, virtual reality technology could provide a real-time sensation
and perception of the risk scenario (Fox, Arena & Bailenson, 2009), which could induce subjects’ reaction more
effectively and preciously. As intelligent techniques are
more and more highlighted in risk communication (e.g.,
Bissett, Wood, Cox, Scott, & Cassell, 2013), it is also
promising in combining safe-driving training with properly visualized risk communication messages.
In conclusion, our research concerns the difficulties of
low probability risk communication and the role of the
foreground-background salience effect. In the context of
traffic risk, we examined people’s risk judgment and decision making with different display formats and processing mindsets in pie charts. We extended the understanding of the FBSE and found a significant interaction of displays formats and mindset manipulation in risk preference.
Practical suggestions are discussed, which is meaningful
for improvements in low probability risk communication.

This study aimed to help improve risk communication of
low probability risk. Within the context of traffic risk
communication, we examined the foreground-background
salience effect, using pie charts. In Experiment 1, we
designed a traffic risk scenario to confirm the FBSE
in pie charts. The foreground-emphasizing format induced more risk-avoidant behavior preference than the
both-emphasizing format. Experiment 2 verified that reaction time was significantly lower in the foregroundemphasizing graph than in the both-emphasizing graph.
Experiment 3 manipulated subjects’ information processing mindset and explored the interaction between display
formats and information processing mindset. We found
that precise processing subjects reported similar riskavoidant behavior preference in response to both charts.
These results lead to some suggestions for altering reallife risk judgment and decision making. One would be that
foreground information should be salient, for better risk
communication. The salient part will be easier for attention attraction and information extraction. Prioritizing the
foreground information by highlights and de-prioritizing
the background information by hiding or weakening are
both potential practical implications.
A more detailed suggestion would be that such salient
effect would be more effective when readers are not carefully examining the messages. This conclusion is prospective, because as mentioned above, people are “in default”
probably process these messages carelessly. And this is
usually the case during our daily risk communication.
Moreover, when people are either motivated or primed to
process information in a precise manner, such a graphical
“trick” might be ineffective. In this case, risk communication campaigns need to be more sophisticated to match this
mindset and maximize the effect of risk communication,
and thus to help people make wise safe decisions. This
suggestion is consistent with the classic elaboration likelihood model of persuasion, which emphasizes the match
between the route of persuasion and the arguments presented (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
However, risk communication is not always meant to increase people’s risk perception. In some medical or financial cases, it is not obvious whether it is helpful for people
to be slightly biased or to be fully accurate. For example, on the one hand, concern about certain disease would
increase disease screening behavior (Vernon, 1999). On
the other hand, overreaction to potential dangerous factors would result in unnecessary fear (Xie & Zheng, 2003).
In other cases such as genetically modified food, it seems
that people usually developed an irrational over-evaluation
of the risk and risk communication is designed to lower
risk perception (e.g., Costa-Font, 2013). A good solution
might be to first uncover the possibilities of different com-
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